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80 masterful colored pencil artists come together in this volume to show you how each of them

draws cats and dogs in colored pencil. In addition to the beautiful, inspiring artwork, these pages

contain tips and instruction for drawing every part of a pet portrait, from teeth to fur to eyes to

backgrounds. Over 120 pages of delightful drawings and valuable instruction, we are sure that as

you read, re-read and use your copy of Colored Pencil Cats & Dogs to draw your favorite pet, it will

fast become Ã¢â‚¬Å“dog-earredÃ¢â‚¬Â• - pun-intended!
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Since 1987 when she first discovered colored pencils as a fine art medium, Ann Kullberg has let her

passion for the medium guide her life. Ann has write numerous instruction books, founded the first

monthly colored pencil magazine, created instructional materials and held hundreds of colored

pencil portrait workshops throughout in 44 US states, as well as in Canada, Japan, the UK, Australia

and on cruises. Ann lives near Seattle and enjoys every sunny day the Pacific Northwest bestows.

Ann is the author of the following North Light books: Colored Pencil Portraits Step by Step Capturing

Soft Realism in Colored Pencil Colored Pencil Secrets to Success Other publications edited by Ann

Kullberg: CP Treasures Volumes I and II and III Ann KullbergÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s COLOR Magazine CP

Cats: A Complete Guide to Wild & Domestic Cats in Colored Pencil CP Horses: A Complete

Colored Pencil Guide to Horses

I wish there were more "how to" in it. It's great to look at the photos of the pet drawings.



I was expecting more instruction and how to's not just tips or techniques. But beautiful artwork

Anything that helps with my artwork is a great find, and this book is super!

Beautiful book! But I was hoping for more step-by-step instructions.

This book is for you if you are craving new ideas and suggestions for how to render your four legged

loved ones! 80 artists share their tips for rendering life like animal fur. There's a valuable tidbit on

every page. I have a shelf full of CP books and I may get one or two useful tips from each but in

Cats and Dogs this is true for almost every page. You can't go wrong with this book if you have a

furry friend begging to be remembered for posterity.

I LOVE this book! Beautiful high quality illustrations and wonderful colored pencil instruction from

talented and successful artists. I've been reading and re-reading it, there is so much to learn. I love

that it includes work by many artists, it covers many styles and gives ideas for things I would like to

try. So many times I see a beautiful work of art and wonder, "how did they do that?" This book

answers that question.

What a wonderful book! If you are a colored pencil artist or if you just love dogs and cats, either way

you will love this book. The primary part of the book shows how extremely talented artists have

produced colored-pencil paintings of many different kinds of dogs and cats. There is even

information there about what pencils they used; what drawing surface they prefer; and much more.

My advice - "Check It Out!"

This is a beautifully done book full of amazing and surprising animal portraits. If you like animals or

have a desire to do their portraits, you will find a treasure trove of knowledge here. Wonderful ideas

and tips on capturing your favorite pets by artists from all over the world. I just love to flip to a new

page and find out how these artists approach their work. Another great book from Ann Kullberg.

Well done!
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